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Abstract: Drones are becoming increasingly popular for remote sensing of landscapes in archeology,
cultural heritage, forestry, and other disciplines. They are more efficient than airplanes for capturing
small areas, of up to several hundred square meters. LiDAR (light detection and ranging) and
photogrammetry have been applied together with drones to achieve 3D reconstruction. With airborne
optical sectioning (AOS), we present a radically different approach that is based on an old idea:
synthetic aperture imaging. Rather than measuring, computing, and rendering 3D point clouds
or triangulated 3D meshes, we apply image-based rendering for 3D visualization. In contrast to
photogrammetry, AOS does not suffer from inaccurate correspondence matches and long processing
times. It is cheaper than LiDAR, delivers surface color information, and has the potential to achieve
high sampling resolutions. AOS samples the optical signal of wide synthetic apertures (30–100 m
diameter) with unstructured video images recorded from a low-cost camera drone to support optical
sectioning by image integration. The wide aperture signal results in a shallow depth of field and
consequently in a strong blur of out-of-focus occluders, while images of points in focus remain clearly
visible. Shifting focus computationally towards the ground allows optical slicing through dense
occluder structures (such as leaves, tree branches, and coniferous trees), and discovery and inspection
of concealed artifacts on the surface.
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1. Introduction

Airborne laser scanning (ALS) [1–4] utilizes LiDAR (light detection and ranging) [5–8] for remote
sensing of landscapes. In addition to many other applications, ALS is used to make archaeological
discoveries in areas concealed by trees [9–11], to support forestry in forest inventory and ecology [12],
and to acquire precise digital terrain models (DTMs) [13,14]. LiDAR measures the round travel time of
reflected laser pulses to estimate distances at frequencies of several hundred kilohertz, and for ALS
is operated from airplanes, helicopters, balloons, or drones [15–19]. It delivers high resolution point
clouds that can be filtered to remove vegetation or trees when inspecting the ground surface [20,21].

Although LiDAR has clear advantages over photogrammetry when it comes to partially occluded
surfaces, it also has limitations: for small areas the operating cost is disproportionally high; the huge
amount of 3D point data requires massive processing time for registration, triangulation and
classification; it does not, per se, provide surface color information; and its sampling resolution
is limited by the speed and other mechanical constraints of laser scanners and recording systems.

Here, we present a different approach to revealing and inspecting artifacts occluded by moderately
dense structures, such as forests, that uses low-cost, off-the-shelf camera drones. Since it is entirely
image-based and does not reconstruct 3D points, it has very low processing demands and can
therefore deliver real-time 3D visualization results almost instantly after short image preprocessing.
Like drone-based LiDAR, it is particularly efficient for capturing small areas of several hundred square
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meters, but it has the potential to provide a high sampling resolution and surface color information.
We call this approach airborne optical sectioning (AOS) and envision applications where fast visual
inspections of partially occluded areas are desired at low costs and effort. Besides archaeology,
forestry and agriculture might offer additional use cases. Application examples in forestry include the
visual inspection of tree population (e.g., examining trunk thicknesses), pest infestation (with infrared
cameras), and forest road conditions underneath the tree crowns.

2. Materials and Methods

Cameras integrated in conventional drones apply lenses of several millimeters in diameter.
The relatively large f-number (i.e., the ratio of the focal length to the lens diameter) of such cameras
yields a large depth of field that makes it possible to capture the scene in focus over large distances.
Decreasing the depth of field requires a lower f-number that can be achieved, for instance, with a
wider effective aperture (i.e., a wider lens). Equipping a camera drone with a lens several meters rather
than millimeters wide is clearly infeasible, but would enable the kind of optical sectioning used in
traditional light microscopes, which applies high numerical aperture optics [22–24].

For cases in which wide apertures cannot be realized, the concept of synthetic apertures has
been introduced [25]. Synthetic apertures sample the signal of wide apertures with arrays of smaller
sub-apertures whose individual signals are computationally combined. This principle has been used
for radar [26–29], telescopes [30], microscopes [31,32], and camera arrays [33].

We sample the optical signal of wide synthetic apertures (30–100 m diameter) with unstructured
video images recorded by a camera drone to support optical sectioning computationally with synthetic
aperture rendering [34,35]. The following section explains the sampling principles and the visualization
techniques of our approach.

2.1. Wide Sythetic Aperture Sampling

Let us consider a target on the ground surface covered by a volumetric structure of random
occluders, as illustrated in Figure 1. The advantage of LiDAR (cf. Figure 1a) is that the depth of a
surface point on the target can theoretically be recovered if a laser pulse from only one direction is
reflected by that point without being entirely occluded. In the case of photogrammetry (cf. Figure 1b),
a theoretical minimum of two non-occluded directions are required for stereoscopic depth estimation
(in practice, many more directions are necessary to minimize measurement inaccuracies). In contrast
to LiDAR, photogrammetry relies on correspondence search, which requires distinguishable feature
structures and it fails for uniform image features.
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Figure 1. For light detection and ranging (LiDAR) (a) a single ray is sufficient to sample the depth of a
point on the ground surface, while photometric stereo (b) requires a minimum of two views and relies
on a dense set of matchable image features. In airborne optical sectioning (AOS), for each point on the
synthetic focal plane we directionally integrate many rays over a wide synthetic aperture to support
optical sectioning with a low synthetic f-number (c). The spatial sampling density at the focal plane
depends on the field of view, the resolution of the drone’s camera, and the height of the drone relative
to the focal plane (d).
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Our approach computes 3D visualizations entirely by image-based rendering [35]. However,
it does not reconstruct 3D point clouds and therefore does not suffer from inaccurate correspondence
matches and long processing times. As illustrated in Figure 1c, we sample the area of the synthetic
aperture by means of multiple unstructured sub-apertures (the physical apertures of the camera drone).
Each sample corresponds to one geo-referenced (pose and orientation) video image of the drone.
Each pixel in such an image corresponds to one discrete ray r captured through the synthetic aperture
that intersects the aperture plane at coordinates u,v and the freely adjustable synthetic focal plane at
coordinates s,t. To compute the surface color Rs,t of each point on the focal plane, we computationally
integrate and normalize all sampled rays rs,t,u,v of the synthetic aperture (with directional resolution
U,V) that geometrically intersect at s,t:

Rs,t =
1

UV

U,V

∑
u,v

rs,t,u,v. (1)

Some of these directionally sampled rays might be blocked partially or fully by occluders (red in
Figure 1c). However, if the surface color dominates in the integral, it can be visualized in the rendered
image. This is the case if the occluding structure is sufficiently sparse and the synthetic aperture wide
and sufficiently densely sampled. The wider the synthetic aperture, the lower its synthetic f-number
(Ns), which in this case is the ratio of the height of the drone h (distance between the aperture plane
and focal plane) to the diameter of the synthetic aperture (size of the sampled area).

A low Ns results in a shallow depth of field and consequently in a strong point spread of
out-of-focus occluders over a large region of the entire integral image. Images of focused points remain
concentrated in small spatial regions that require an adequate spatial resolution to be resolved.

The spatial sampling resolution f s (number of sample points per unit area) at the focal plane
can be determined by back-projecting the focal plane onto the imaging plane of the drone’s camera,
as illustrated in Figure 1d. Assuming a pinhole camera model and parallel focal and image planes,
this leads to:

fs =
n

4h2 tan2(FOVc/2)
(2)

where FOVc is the field of view of the drone’s camera, n is its resolution (number of pixels on the
image sensor), and h is the height of the drone. Note, that in practice, the spatial sampling resolution
is not uniform, as the focal plane and image plane are not necessarily parallel, and imaging with
omnidirectional cameras is not uniform on the image sensor. Furthermore, the sampling resolution
is affected by the quality of the drone’s pose estimation. Appendix A explains how we estimate the
effective spatial sampling resolution that considers omnidirectional images and pose-estimation errors.

2.2. Wide Synthetic Aperture Visualization

The data basis for visualization is the set of geo-referenced video images recorded by the drone
during synthetic aperture sampling. They must be rectified to eliminate lens distortion. Figure 2a
illustrates how a novel image is computed for a virtual camera by means of image-based rendering [35].
The parameters of the virtual camera (position, orientation, focal plane, field of view, and aperture
radius) are interactively defined in the same three-dimensional coordinate system as the drone poses.
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Figure 2. For visualization, we interactively define a virtual camera (green triangle) by its pose,
size of its aperture, field of view, and its focal plane. Novel images are rendered by ray integration
(Equation (1)) for points s,t at the focal plane (black circle) that are determined by the intersection of
rays (blue) through the camera’s projection center (grey circle) and pixels at x,y in the camera’s image
plane (blue circle) within its field of view FOVv. Only the rays (green) through u,v at the synthetic
aperture plane that pass through the virtual camera’s aperture Av, are integrated. While (a) illustrates
the visualization for a single focal plane, (b) shows the focal slicing being applied to increase the depth
of field computationally.

Given the virtual camera’s pose (position and orientation) and field of view FOVv, a ray through
its projection center and a pixel at coordinates x,y in its image plane can be defined (blue in Figure 2a).
This ray intersects the adjusted focal plane at coordinates s,t. With Equation (1), we now integrate all
rays rs,t,u,v from s,t through each sample at coordinates u,v in the synthetic aperture plane that intersect
the virtual camera’s circular aperture area Av of defined radius. The resulting surface color integral
Rs,t is used for the corresponding pixel’s color. This is repeated for all pixels in the virtual camera’s
image plane to render the entire image. Interactive control over the virtual camera’s parameters allows
real-time renderings of the captured scene by adjusting perspective, focus, and depth of field.

The extremely shallow depth of field that results from a wide aperture blurs not only occluders,
such as trees, but also points of the ground target that are not located in the focal plane. To visualize
non-planar targets entirely in focus, we adjust two boundary focal planes (dashed black lines in
Figure 2b) that enclose the ground target, and interpolate their plane parameters to determine a fine
intermediate focal slicing (dotted black lines in Figure 2b). Repeating the rendering for each focal plane,
as explained above, leads to a focal stack (i.e., a stack of x,y-registered, shallow depth-of-field images
with varying focus). For every pixel at x,y in the virtual camera’s image plane, we now determine
the optimal focus through all slices of the focal stack by maximizing the Sobel magnitude computed
within a 3 × 3 pixel neighborhood. The surface color at the optimal focus is then used for the pixel’s
color. Repeating this for all pixels leads to an image that renders the ground target within the desired
focal range with a large depth of field, while occluders outside are rendered with a shallow depth
of field.

3. Results

We carried out two field experiments for proof of concept. In experiment 1 (cf. Figure 3) we
recovered an artificial ground target, and in experiment 2 (cf. Figure 4) the ruins of an early 19th century
fortification tower. Both were concealed by dense forest and vegetation—being entirely invisible from
the air.
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Figure 3. A densely forested patch is captured with a circular synthetic aperture of 30 m diameter (a), 
sampled with 231 video images (b) from a camera drone at an altitude of 20 m above ground. A dense 
3D point cloud reconstruction from these images (c) took 8 h to compute with photogrammetry. (d) 
A single raw video image captured through the narrow-aperture omnidirectional lens of the drone. 
After image rectification, the large depth of field does not reveal features on the ground that are 
occluded by the trees (e). Increasing the aperture computationally decreases the depth of field and 
significantly blurs out-of-focus features (f). Shifting focus computationally towards the ground slices 
optically through the tree branches (f) makes a hidden ground target visible (g,h). Synthetic aperture 
rendering was possible in real-time after 15 min of preprocessing (image rectification and pose 
estimation). 3D visualization results are shown in Supplementary Materials Video S1. 

 
Figure 4. Ruins of an early 19th century fortification tower near Linz, Austria, as seen from the air (a). 
The structure of the remaining inner and outer ring walls and a trench become visible after optical 
sectioning (b). Image preprocessing (rectification and pose estimation) for AOS took 23 min. 
Photometric 3D reconstruction took 15 h (without tree removal) and does not capture the site 
structures well (c). Remains of the site as seen from the ground (d). An LiDAR scan with a resolution 
of 8 samples/m2 (e) does not deliver surface color but provides consistent depth. The synthetic 
aperture for AOS in this experiment was a 90° sector of a circle with 50 m radius and was sampled 
with 505 images at an altitude of 35 m above the ground (f,g). For our camera drone, this leads to 
effectively 74 samples/m2 on the ground. 3D visualization results are shown in Supplementary Materials 
Video S2. 

Figure 3. A densely forested patch is captured with a circular synthetic aperture of 30 m diameter (a),
sampled with 231 video images (b) from a camera drone at an altitude of 20 m above ground. A dense
3D point cloud reconstruction from these images (c) took 8 h to compute with photogrammetry. (d) A
single raw video image captured through the narrow-aperture omnidirectional lens of the drone. After
image rectification, the large depth of field does not reveal features on the ground that are occluded by
the trees (e). Increasing the aperture computationally decreases the depth of field and significantly blurs
out-of-focus features (f). Shifting focus computationally towards the ground slices optically through the
tree branches (f) makes a hidden ground target visible (g,h). Synthetic aperture rendering was possible
in real-time after 15 min of preprocessing (image rectification and pose estimation). 3D visualization
results are shown in Supplementary Materials Video S1.
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Figure 4. Ruins of an early 19th century fortification tower near Linz, Austria, as seen from the
air (a). The structure of the remaining inner and outer ring walls and a trench become visible after
optical sectioning (b). Image preprocessing (rectification and pose estimation) for AOS took 23 min.
Photometric 3D reconstruction took 15 h (without tree removal) and does not capture the site structures
well (c). Remains of the site as seen from the ground (d). An LiDAR scan with a resolution of
8 samples/m2 (e) does not deliver surface color but provides consistent depth. The synthetic aperture
for AOS in this experiment was a 90◦ sector of a circle with 50 m radius and was sampled with
505 images at an altitude of 35 m above the ground (f,g). For our camera drone, this leads to effectively
74 samples/m2 on the ground. 3D visualization results are shown in Supplementary Materials Video S2.
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In both experiments, we used a low-cost off-the-shelf quadcopter (Parrot Bebop 2) equipped with
a fixed 14MP Complementary Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor (CMOS) camera and a 178◦ FOV fisheye
lens. For path planning, we first outlined the dimensions and shapes of the synthetic apertures in
Google Maps and then used a custom Python script to compute intermediate geo-coordinates on the
flying path that samples the desired area on the synthetic aperture plane. Parrot’s ARDroneSDK3
API (developer.parot.com/docs/SDK3/) was used to control the drone autonomously along the
determined path and to capture images.

For experiments 1 and 2, the distance between two neighboring recordings was 1 m and 2–4 m
respectively (denser in the center of the aperture sector). In both cases, directional sampling followed
a continuous scan line path, the ground speed of the drone was 1 m/s, and the time for stabilizing
the drone at a sample position and recording an image was 1 s. This led to sampling rates of about
30 frames per minute and 12–20 frames per minute for experiment 1 and 2, respectively.

We applied OpenCV’s (opencv.org) omnidirectional camera model for camera calibration
and image rectification and implemented a GPU visualization framework based on Nvidia’s
CUDA (NVIDIA, Santa Clara, CA, USA) for image-based rendering as explained in Section 2.2.
The general purpose structure-from-motion and multi-view stereo pipeline, COLMAP [36], was used
for photometric 3D reconstruction, and for pose estimation of the drone.

For experiment 2, we achieved an effective spatial sampling resolution of 74 samples/m2 on the
ground (see Appendix A for details) from an altitude of 35 m with a low-cost drone that uses a fixed
omnidirectional camera. Since only 80◦ of the camera’s 178◦ FOV was used, just a fraction of the sensor
resolution was utilized (3.5 MP of a total of 14 MP in our example). In the 60 × 60 m region of interest
shown in Figure 4b (corresponding to FOVc = 80◦ and n = 3.5 MP), we find a ten times denser spatial
sampling resolution than in the LiDAR example shown in Figure 4e (i.e., 74 samples/m2 compared
to 8 samples/m2). A total of 100 focal slices were computed and processed for achieving the results
shown in Figure 4b.

Photometric 3D reconstruction from the captured images requires hours (8–15 h in our
experiments) of preprocessing and leads in most cases to unusable results for complex scenes, such as
forests (cf. Figures 3c and 4c). Currently, processing for AOS requires minutes (15–23 min in our
experiments), but this can be sped up significantly with a more efficient implementation.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

Drones are becoming increasingly popular for remote sensing of landscapes. They are
more efficient than airplanes for capturing small areas of up to several hundred square meters.
LiDAR and photogrammetry have been applied together with drones for airborne 3D reconstruction.
AOS represents a very different approach. Instead of measuring, computing, and rendering 3D point
clouds or triangulated 3D meshes, it applies image-based rendering for 3D visualization. In contrast
to photogrammetry, it does not suffer from inaccurate correspondence matches and long processing
times. It is cheaper than LiDAR, delivers surface color information, and has the potential to achieve
high spatial sampling resolutions.

In contrast to CMOS or Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) cameras, the spatial sampling resolution
of LiDAR is limited by the speed and other mechanical constraints of laser deflection. Top-end
drone-based LiDAR systems (e.g., RIEGL VUX-1UAV: RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems GmbH,
Horn, Austria) achieve resolutions of up to 2000 samples/m2 from an altitude of 40 m. The sampling
precision is affected by the precision of the drone’s inertial measurement unit (IMU) and Global
Positioning System (GPS) signal, which is required to integrate the LiDAR scan lines during flight.
While IMUs suffer from drift over time, GPS is only moderately precise. In contrast, pose estimation
for AOS is entirely based on computer vision and a dense set of visually registered multi-view images
of many hundreds of overlapping perspectives. It is therefore more stable and precise. Since AOS
processes unstructured records of perspective images, GPS and IMU data is only used for navigating
the drone and does not affect the precision of pose estimation.
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More advanced drones allow external cameras to be attached to a rotatable gimbal (e.g., DJI M600:
DJI, Shenzhen, China). If equipped with state-of-the-art 100 MP aerial cameras (e.g., Phase One iXU-RS
1000, Phase One, Copenhagen, Denmark) and appropriate objective lenses, we estimate that these can
reach spatial sampling resolutions one to two orders of magnitude higher than those of state-of-the-art
LiDAR drones.

However, AOS also has several limitations: First, it does not provide useful depth information,
as is the case for LiDAR and photogrammetry. Depth maps that could be derived from our focal
stacks by depth-from-defocus techniques [37] are as unreliable and imprecise as those gained from
photogrammetry. Second, ground surface features occluded by extremely dense structures might not
be resolved well—not even with very wide synthetic apertures and very high directional samplings (see
Appendix B). LiDAR might be of advantage in these cases, as (in theory) only one non-occluded sample
is required to resolve a surface point. This, however, also requires rigorously robust classification
techniques that are able to correctly filter out vegetation under these conditions. Third, AOS relies on
an adequate amount of sun light being reflected from the ground surface while LiDAR benefits from
active laser illumination.

In conclusion, we believe that AOS has potential to support use cases that benefit from visual
inspections of partially occluded areas at low costs and little effort. It is easy to use and provides
real-time high-resolution 3D color visualizations almost instantly. For applications that require
quantitative 3D measurements, however, LiDAR or photogrammetry still remain methods of first
choice. We intend to explore optimal directional and spatial sampling strategies for AOS. Improved
drone path planning, for instance, would lead to better usage of the limited flying time and to reduced
image data. Furthermore, the fact that recorded images spatially overlap in the focal plane suggests that
the actual spatial sampling resolution is higher than for a single image (as estimated in Appendix A).
Thus, the potential advantage of computational super-resolution methods should be investigated.
Maximizing the Sobel magnitude for determining the optimal focus through the focal stack slices is
a simple first approach that leads to banding artifacts and does not entirely remove occluders (e.g.,
some tree trunks, see Supplementary Video S2). More advanced image filters that are based on defocus,
color, and other context-aware image features will most likely provide better results.

Supplementary Materials: The following supplementary videos available online at zenodo.org/record/1304029:
Supplementary Video S1: 3D visualization of experiment 1 (Figure 3) and Supplementary Video
S2: 3D visualization of experiment 2 (Figure 4). The raw and processed (rectified and cropped)
recordings and pose data for experiments 1 and 2 can be found at zenodo.org/record/1227183 and
zenodo.org/record/1227246, respectively.
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Appendix A

In the following we explain how the effective spatial sampling resolution is estimated for
omnidirectional cameras and the presence of pose-estimation errors.

By back-projecting the slanted focal plane at the ground surface onto the camera’s image plane
using the calibrated omnidirectional camera model and the pose estimation results, we count the
number of pixels that sample the focal plane per square meter. This approximates Equation (2) for the
non-uniform image resolutions of omnidirectional cameras.

For experiment 2, this was fs = 985 pixel/m2 for an altitude of h = 35 m and the n = 3.5 MP fraction
of the image sensor that was affected by the scene portion of interest (FOVc = 80◦). This implies that
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the size of each pixel on the focal plane was p = 3.18 × 3.18 cm. The average lateral pose estimation
error e is determined by COLMAP as the average difference between back-projected image features
after pose estimation and their original counterparts in the recorded images. For experiment 2, this was
1.33 pixels on the image plane (i.e., e = 4.23 cm on the focal plane). Thus, the effective size p’ of a
sample on the focal plane that considers both the projected pixel size p, and a given pose-estimation
error e, is p’ = p + 2e (cf. Figure A1). For experiment 2, this leads to p’ = 3.18 cm + 2 × 4.23 cm =
11.64 cm, which is equivalent to an effective spatial sampling resolution of f ′s = 74 samples/m2.
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Figure A1. The size p of a pixel projected onto the focal plane at the ground surface increases to p’ by
twice the average pose-estimation error e in both lateral directions. This reduces the effective spatial
sampling resolution.

Figure A2 illustrates AOS results of a known ground truth target (a multi-resolution chart of six
checkerboard patterns with varying checker sizes). As in experiment 1, it was captured with a 30 m
diameter synthetic aperture (vertically aligned, sampled with 135 images) from a distance of 20 m.
In this case, the pixel size projected onto the focal plane was p = 1.74 × 1.74 cm (assuming a 30 × 30
m region of interest) and the pose-estimation error was e = 1.6 cm (0.94 pixels on the image plane).
This leads to an effective sample size of p’ = 5.03 cm and an effective spatial sampling resolution of f ′s
= 396 samples/m2. As expected, the checker size of 3 × 3 cm can still be resolved in single raw images
captured by the drone, but only the 5 × 5 cm checker size can be resolved in the full-aperture AOS
visualization, which combines 135 raw images at a certain pose-estimation error.

Note that the effective spatial sampling resolution does not, in general, depend on the
directional sampling resolution (i.e., the number of recorded images). However, it can be
expected that it increases if the pose-estimation error decreases since more images are used for
structure-from-motion reconstruction.
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Figure A2. A multi-resolution chart (a) attached to a building and captured with a 30 m diameter
synthetic aperture from a distance of 20 m. (b) A single raw video image captured with the drone. (c) A
contrast enhanced target close-up captured in the raw image. (d) A full-aperture AOS visualization
focusing on the target. (e) A contrast enhanced target close-up in the AOS visualization. All images are
converted to grayscale for better comparison.

Appendix B

In the following we illustrate the influence of occlusion density, aperture size, and directional
sampling resolution with respect to reconstruction quality, based on simulated data that allows for a
quantitative comparison to the ground truth.

The simulation applies the same recording parameters as used for experiment 1 (Figure 3):
a ground target with dimensions of 2.4× 0.8 m, a recording altitude of 20 m, a full synthetic aperture of
30 m diameter, and an occlusion volume of 10 m3 around and above the target filled with a uniform and
random distribution of 5123 (maximum) opaque voxels at various densities (simulating the occlusion
by trees and other vegetation). The simulated spatial resolution (i.e., image resolution) was 5122 pixels.
The simulated directional resolution (i.e., number of recorded images) was either 32, 92, or 272.

Figure A3 illustrates the influence of an increasing occlusion density at a constant spatial
and directional sampling resolution (5122 × 92 in this example) and at full synthetic aperture
(i.e., 30 m diameter).

Figure A4 illustrates the impact of various synthetic aperture diameters (30 m, 15 m, and pinhole,
which approximates a single recording of the drone) and directional sampling resolutions within
the selected synthetic aperture (32, 92, and 272 perspectives) at a constant occlusion density (50% in
this example).
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Figure A4. AOS simulation of various synthetic aperture diameters (pinhole = single drone recording,
15 m, and 30 m) and directional sampling resolutions within the selected synthetic aperture (32, 92,
and 272 perspectives). The occlusion density is 50%. Projected occlusion voxels are green. The numbers
indicate the structural similarity index (Quaternion SSIM [38]) and the PSNR with respect to the
ground truth.
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From the simulation results presented in Figures A3 and A4 it can be seen that an increasing
occlusion density leads to a degradation of reconstruction quality. However, a wider synthetic aperture
diameter and a higher number of perspective recordings within this aperture always lead to an
improvement of reconstruction quality as occluders are blurred more efficiently. Consequently,
densely occluded scenes have to be captured with wide synthetic apertures at high directional
sampling rates.
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